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FBI - wy) 

Date: 12 /4 /63 

  (Type in plain text or code). 
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TO: DIRECTOR: FBI 28016) ATTENTION: CIVIL RIGHTS © 

      
    
Angeles, Newark, Boston and ‘New York, Which are handled . 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

SECTION, GENERAL INVESTIGATIVE 
DIVIS ION - 

FROM: SAC; MIAMI (44-1412) (P) 

JACK LEON tény, aka; 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD - VICTIM (DECEASED) 
CIVIL RIGHTS 

Re Chicago teletype, 11/28/63, and Miami teletype 
11/29/63. . oe, 

“RE: TELEPHONE CALL FROM CUBA 

A copy of referenced Chicago teletype is enclosed . 
for the information of New York. 

On 11/29/63, 
Southern Bell 

cuba’ to the U. S. are handled through the Miami Office, - a 
except for those directed to Chicago, Washington, D. C., Los 

through New York City.”   
  

    

- (3)- Bureau (AM) Me oy CY 2 ts 3 
2 - New York (Enc-L) > an a L. "eaten eeeeeee cee 
1 - Dallas (44-1639) (Info) . . . 

3} ~ Chicago (44-645) (Info) . =~ re SEDEG, «6+ 1969 

TMA 
Approved: Se os Sent 

53 DEC i Res Agent in » Charge ete te 
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p V dvised that a check of all canceled tickets 
* from Cuba did not reflect any incomplete calls from Cuba for 

zo. a RUBENSTEIN on 11/24/63. Since 11/29/63, a review of micro- 

  

   
oan f film records has been in progress to determine if there. ‘were: 
a any completed calls to a RUBENSTEIN on 11/24/63, The review"? 

*,- - has not: yet been completed, but has been negative to date* **"" 
and this is being set forth for the information of New York, 
since it appears that checking of telephone company, records ee 
in New York City may be necessary. a 
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